Integrating digital delivery
as business as usual
Adam Bear 1st March 2022 – WWT Smart Water

Vision
Wessex Water (Engineering & Sustainable
Delivery) will implement best in water industry
BIM process’ by leveraging our whole lifecycle
interest in design, specification, construction, off
site build, and commissioning, in collaboration
with the asset owners and operations teams.
The BIM process will be business as usual for
all projects by March 2023
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Post Pandemic Collaboration
The lockdown at the start of AMP7 has
changed the way everyone works forever.
ESD’s use of BIM 360 was already being
rolled out, and we were able to quickly
speed up implementation to support
remote working.
Collaborative design reviews continued at
the fast pace required by the AMP,
enabled through a combination of Teams
meetings and BIM 360 model views,
markups and formal review workflows.

constructionblog.autodesk.com/wessex-water
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Training & Support
In a large organisation it is worth
understanding that different people will
engage with support and learn better in
a variety of channels
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductory Workshops
iLearn / Pinnacle
Drop in Sessions
Digital Champions
Intranet SharePoint Page
SharePoint Form submissions
MS Teams Channel
Digital Engineering Team Email
Agreed service plan with IT support
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Governance & Guidance

Exchange
Information
Requirements

BIM Execution Plan

CDE Governance

CDE Setup Guide
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Digital Engineering Lifecycle
Operate and Maintain

Asset Ownership

Improved capture of key asset data and
collaboration throughout the scheme enables
clear and concise delivery of operational and
maintenance requirements.

Reduced risk and increased cost certainty of both CAPEX and OPEX. Improved
collation and consistency of asset data provides long term benefits for the business.

Scheme Definition
Rapid creation of schemes in BIM 360 enabling
efficient collaboration with stakeholders resulting in
earlier scheme decisions and stakeholder engagement.

Takeover
Streamlined and appropriate
documentation throughout the
scheme enables more timely and
accurate takeover documentation.
In addition a clearer operational
and maintenance requirement
including appropriate training.

Commissioning and Automation
Greater opportunity for early input into the
scheme requirements enabling more efficient and
robust deliverables.

Design
Enhanced ability to share and track work packages
providing single version of the truth. Improved system
functionality allows greater input from construction
and commercial teams, this enables earlier
procurement as well as influencing construction
methods and opportunities for standard products.

Construction
Significant document sharing benefits through a single common
platform designed for the construction industry. Improved
certainty of design leads to fewer changes, reduced time on site
and a lower carbon footprint.
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Standard Products & OSB
Standard Products avoid repetitive work in the design, review and approval of constructed elements and compliance
documentation. Many of the Standard Products can be procured through our Off Site Build fabrication and assembly facilities.

Sludge
Tank

Flowmeter
Stand

UV
Container
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Asset data
• Collating asset data from delivery documentation
only at the end of a project is not the most
efficient option

Delivery Docs

Ops
Asset
Data
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Asset data throughout delivery
• Collating asset data from delivery documentation
only at the end of a project is not the most
efficient option

Delivery Docs

• Datum360 is being trailed as a platform to
validate asset data throughout delivery lifecycle
• Data interrogated against completeness and
quality specifications at multiple project stages as
infographics, filtered and sorted tables

Delivery Asset Data

• Data is exported in required hierarchy to
operational asset maintenance databases
• Delivery teams benefit from removing time
pressure at takeover
• Asset Data teams benefit from a more efficient
workflow
• Operational teams benefit from improved asset
data reliability

Ops

• Delivery teams benefit (again) when lifecycle
loops with verified asset data

Asset
Data
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